
Gifts from Stillness

By Saul Ader

Acorn Press

A man enters the psychotherapist’s otfice.

"W’hat's yoiir problem?” the therapist asks with-

out looking up from his notes on the desk.

“Nobod\' pays any attention to me,” he replies,

turning and lea\’ing.

Saul Ader, a seasoned psychotherapist,

knovN’s that people, to grow, require recognition

and \'alidation. Our personalip’, deri\’ed trom

the Greek persons, meaning mask, conceals and

shields us from one another. Ader's book is a col-

lection of wisdom-provoking thoughts tor get-

ting behind the mask, a means ot encountering

the inner person. He adx’ises, “See the door. Be

the door. Open."

Certain of Ader’s aphorisms operate m koan-

like fashion, seeming to shut dow’n the linear

direction of rational thinking, permitting the

mtuitiN'c brain to reign: “Life is the host, we are

the guests.” Now we understand why the French

language has no word for guest, only tor host,

Photc. A good guest makes the host teel chez sot,

and \’ice \’ersa.

Ader’s subtle simplicit)' can be more illumi-

nating than wordier tormulations. A Christian

mystic once said, “As you empt)' yourselt of ego,

God may become great in you,” Ader reattirms

the power possible in the loss ot ego: “It is noth-

ing that enriches my soul.”

Looking for a certain shell along the shore

we are less likely to hnd it than if we stay open

to its sparkle. Then it finds us. The mind ot the

therapist, like the seeker or the seer, must stay

both attentive and free-floating: “Truth cannot

be found by seeking it. Still only those who seek

can find.”

Some of Saul’s sayings have the sly way of the

Native American Indian who said “Walk a mile

in the moccasins of another before you judge

him.” Ader suggests, “Try the shoes ot your

enemy. Notice the fit.”

MICHAEL A. SPERBER, M.D., is a psychiatrist who

works with the mentally ill who are in prison. His essay,

"Thoreau ’s Cycles and Psyche, ” appeared lastyear in

Pro\'incetown Arts.

With Strings

By Charles Bernstein

The University ofChicago Pnss

W'ith the publication of With Strings, Charles

Bernstein adds to a long list of contributions to

the world of e.xperimental poetry, a world in

which he has immersed himself as the author ot

more than 20 books of poetry and three books

ofessays, and the editor ofseveral influential col-

lections of critical writings. Indeed, Bernstein is

as well known as a theorist and critic, and with

one foot firmly in the academic world (he is the

David Gray Professor of Poetry and Letters at

the State Uni\’ersit)' of New York at Buffalo), he

navigates a smooth and impressive course with-

in both the academy and the community of

inno\'ativ'e writers.

As one of the leading theorists of language

writing and former editor, with Bruce

Andrev\'s, of the seminal 1980’s journal

L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E, Bernstein makes clear his

aspirations for the possibilities of poetry; his

stance is, as the poet and critic Bob Perelman has

characterized it, “radically democratic” as he

argues against normative language and stan-

dardization. “There is no natural look or sound

to a poem,” Bernstein asserts in Content’s Drvarn,

a collection of essays. “Every element is intend-

ed, chosen. That is what makes a thing a poem.”

A poem’s constructed nature must be empha-

sized, with its chosen vocabulary and circum-

scription in grammar and syntax; any effort to

conceal this constructedness, with its masculin-

ist groping for “natural” voice and transparency

of language, becomes what Bernstein refers to as

“the pha.Wa.cy of the heroic stance.”

For Bernstein, who infuses much of his criti-

cal writing with poetic forms and tones, and

whose poetry is indelatigably political and olten

expository in tone, poetry should be indefinable,

ungeneralizable, so that genres bleed together,

prose can be read as poetry and vice versa. And

indeed generalization is a main target in his

polemic. Any attempt to address poetry, and not

poetnci, as a singular and normative genre, with

generalized characteristics, tendencies, and

effects, is one of the most salient assaults of the

mainstream. Dominant culture seeks to remove

the materiality from poetry, while language writ-

ing attempts to expose it. The very thingness of

words is foregrounded, opacity is valorized, and

new meanings, new possibilities for language.
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and open forms are in themselves modes of

political action. The opening page ofWith Strings

is “in place ofa preface a preface,” in which Bern-

stein argues that “art is made not ofessences but

of husks. Hazard will never be abolished by a

declaration of independence from causality. But

such a declaration may change how hazard is

inscribed in our everyday lives.” Bernstein seems

to be pointing to a kind of evasiveness in main-

stream culture, a subject position that feels itself

comforted more by essences than by husks.

Lest we fall into the common trap of think-

ing of all subversive art as a study in nay-saying,

however, and all language writing an attempt to

do simply and thoughtlessly what traditional

writing does not, Bernstein makes clear and

concerted efforts to distinguish among various

subversions;

We can act. we are not trapped in the

postmodern condition ifwe are willing

to differentiate between works of art

that suggest new ways of conceiving of

our present world and those that seek

rather to debunk any possibilities for

meaning. To do this, one has to be able

to distinguish beween, on the one

hand, a fragmentation that attempts

to valorize the concept of a free-float-

ing signifier unbounded to social sig-

nificance . . . and, on the other, a

fragmentation that reflects a concep-

tion of meaning as prevented by con-

ventional narration and so uses

disjunction as a method of tapping

into other possibilities available within

language. {Content’s Dream)

In the poetry itself, Bernstein calls for action, for

speaking out, for articulating and constructing,

but he is careful not to be too prescriptive, and is

loath to fall into the role of the wrist-slapping

rhetorician. The poem “captain cappuccino and

his merry con leches” opens with the line, “I’m

not telling you what you can’t/ do but what you

can do.” And he seems to be arguing further for

the autonomy of the word, language for its own
sake, when he says in “thinking i think i think,”

“The baby/ cries because the baby likes crying”

and in “total valor,” “The wind is singing but it

is not saying anything.”

Irony and humor are central to Bernstein’s

project, and both play a significant role in the

poems that comprise With Strings. If we accept

Adorno’s assertion that one has to have tradi-

tion in one to hate it properly, then we can see

that advantage of positioning oneself inside the

thing one is critiquing. Bernstein often uses the

logic and the language of mainstream culture to

expose its ironies; but just as often he enacts an

entirely new, defiant, and radical mode m order

to show us just a few of the infinite number of

things that are possible.

ELIZABETH FODASKl is a poet and teacher who

lives m New York and Wellfleet. She ts the author of

fracas (Krupskaya, 1999) and has poems forthcoming

in Fence.

Red

By Melanie Braverman

Perugia Press

Melanie Braverman’s Red, to be published in

September, allows readers to share in a private

realm of meditation on the relationships between

selfand place, selfand time, selfand other, selfand

self Full of honesty, introspection, and the care of

a gaze directed out into a world that the gazer

finds necessarily meaningful and fragile, Braver-

man’s poetry teaches us that the divine exists in

the small everyday acts of drinking coffee, a night

on the town, “sectioning a grapefruit,” and notic-

ing a “rouge-stained cork left buoyant on its sea of

white” (“Compass”). These noticings, with their

care of detail, show us the innate meaning that

exists in interaction with the world. But the value

of these everyday acts cannot be appreciated until

we see exactly what Braverman is showing us; the

importance of these events is dependent upon the

truth that they are never experienced alone.

Friends and community are always present in

these intense moments of reverie. And because

Braverman translated these experiences and

thoughts into poetry and set them out into the

world, we too, as readers, become part of the web

of relationships that constitute the world ofRed.

This sense of inclusion begins with the

“place” from which the poems ofRed are written;

as much as the geography of the Cape is elemen-

tal to the work, the interior landscape of the self

and its desire to communicate is essential to the

language-acts that comprise Red. As an heiress of

the confessional tradition, it is almost irrelevant

to think of the “speaker” of Braverman’s work,

for the poet is the speaker of her poems and puts

her (real) selfon the line. When we read the lines:

“I check the answering machine/ for messages

because I’m hungry for everything in a way/ I

haven’t felt in years, I look at mysell/ in the mir-

ror in love/ as if my life depends on it” (“What I

Want”) we understand that we are being offered

the voice of honest desire. And in a world where

things and people flow in and out of e.xistence so

quickly, who has the time for masks, “speakers,”

and “voices”? It is clear that Melanie Braverman

does not, and it is also clear that she uses poetry

as a vehicle of communication, to widen the

community that she inhabits and cares for.

The overall structure, as well as the scope, of

Red enacts this movement outu'ards from the

physicality of the selfand its interaction with the
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